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The Kinnarps AB Group is one of Europeʼs leading suppliers of interior design 
solutions for offices, schools and healthcare facilities. We are a one-stop 
supplier and help our customers create sustainable, future-proof environments 
using our own brand portfolio, various services and complementary products. 
Our curiosity and interest in sustainable solutions mean that we are continually 
working to improve our climate impact, enhance well-being and create timeless 
environments. In this Sustainability Report we focus on six key areas in which 
we, in the Group, can work with our customers and suppliers to create  
the enduring solution that we call ‘The Better Effect’.
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At Kinnarps, we create truly sustainable solutions. We have devoted  
ourselves to this every day since the business started in 1942. This involves  
focusing on creating real benefit, for our customers and for our planet. 

SUSTAINABILITY  
IS AND WILL FOREVER 
BE OUR HALLMARK

Together with our customers, we want to create 
long-term sustainable solutions that are attractive, 
inspiring, and encourage creativity and efficiency. 
We want to help our customers choose the right 
interior design from the start, which is an investment 
that pays off in the long run, and creates resilient 
people and organisations. The Covid-19 pandemic 
has placed new demands on working environments 
and working methods. At Kinnarps, we have long 
used working environment analyses to help our 
customers identify and map out their needs,  
which enables us to create a customised and 
business adapted interior design solution. We 
design the solution to not only meet todayʼs needs,  
but to be flexible enough for the changing needs  
of the future. We believe this will be important  
for many businesses from now on, as they  
rethink the way they will be working in the future. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We create products with long life cycles, which  
can be used for a long time. This generates real 
benefit for both our planet and our customers.  
With a product design that facilitates refurbishment 
and updating, we make it possible to extend the 
life of the products even further by simple means. 
By offering circular services and business models, 
we help our customers to ensure even longer life 
cycles and to utilise interior design as a resource 
even more effectively. We are now investing in the 
further development of our products and services, 
with one example being our ongoing pilot studies 
of rental concepts. It is important to keep in mind 
that circularity does not automatically equate to 
sustainability, since circular flows with short product 
life cycles merely fuel the rapid consumption of 
products and materials. This is why our initiatives 
focus on creating solutions and products that 
last a long time and are also circular. We place 
great emphasis on ensuring that our products are 

manufactured and delivered in a sustainable way.  
With production in Sweden, we have control over  
the entire chain, and our production ethos is to  
make the best possible use of existing resources. 
Our logistics system is unique in the industry  
and is characterised by efficiency. For example,  
by wrapping our products in blankets instead of 
single-use boxes, we can load 50% more furniture 
than the industry average. Where others require 
three lorries, we can manage with two. Whatʼs more,  
we can rapidly install the products at the customerʼs 
premises, and avoid more than half a tonne of waste 
per lorry by using blankets that we also take away 
with us and reuse. 

Our short-term sustainability targets were set 
to be achieved by 2020 and we are delighted to 
have exceeded several of our objectives. We have 
surpassed our target for reducing CO2 emissions, 
and we have also significantly exceeded our targets 
for reducing energy consumption and solvent 
consumption. The ongoing pandemic has affected 
the market and led to a reduced production volume, 
which has had a knock-on effect on our emissions. 
However, thanks to our efforts and initiatives,  
we can state for the record that we would have 
achieved our targets, even if our production volume 
had been as expected in a non-pandemic situation. 
Our contribution to sustainable development is 
to create long-term sustainable solutions that 
benefit our customers, with the smallest possible 
environmental footprint, which is why we have set 
new ambitious targets for 2025. 

ROBERT PETERSSON 
CEO KINNARPS AB

We have surpassed 
our target for reducing 
CO2 emissions.
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A NEW SHIFT TO RENEWABLE DIESEL
Kinnarpsʼ delivery concept has switched  
fuel to diesel with the highest available level 
of renewable content, which reduces CO2 

emissions by 85% compared with fossil 
diesel. This means that we will be reducing 
our emissions by almost 2,000 tonnes per 
year, or approx. 358 times around the world 
by car.

SUSTAINABLE SOFA DESIGNED  
BY NC NORDIC CARE
Dahlia is a family of embracing sofas and 
easy chairs with a wonderful homely feel. 
They combine all the necessary features for 
maintaining good hygiene, including rubber 
weave, removable and washable fabric,  
and a gap between the seat and back to 
avoid dirt and bacteria collecting. Sustain-
ability has been front and centre during the  
development of Dahlia, and the range has 
been designed to be circular at all stages, 
since this furniture is easy to reuse, reup-
holster and repair. The range also carries 
the Möbelfakta label and is FSC® certified.

THE ART OF CRE ATING A NEW,  
SUSTAINABLE FAUX LE ATHER 
This year, ‘Joyʼ faux leather was added to 
the Kinnarps Colour Studio range. It has 
been developed to meet the stringent 
cleaning requirements in e.g. the health-
care sector, without damaging the actual 
material. This faux leather is not only easy 
to keep clean with a simple water and soap 
solution, but also one of the few faux leath-
ers on the market that does not require 
drying after disinfection. Joy carries the 
Oeko-Tex® ecolabel, and is completely  
free from biocides and antimicrobials.

ONE LIGHT LORRY  
= NO HE AV Y EMISSIONS
Kinnarps has invested in a light lorry that runs 
on gas and replaces a 3.5 tonne diesel lorry. 
This will result in a 50% reduction in fossil  
CO2 emissions. Gas-powered freight vehicles 
are also especially good for the environment, 
as they emit significantly less eco-hazardous 
particles, which also makes them particularly 
suitable for urban distribution. The investment 
in the gas vehicle is simply another step 
towards meeting customer requirements  
and making our furniture transportation  
even more climate efficient. 

RECYCLING AT ITS BEST
In autumn 2020, we launched the Tinnef 
table from Skandiform, in association  
with designer Charlotte von der Lancken. 
The table has an underframe in ash or oak, 
with a top made of 100% recycled plastic 
bottles. Each tabletop then has its own 
unique pattern made with discarded  
plastic waste in a beautiful new guise. 

-47%

96%

-57%

EMISSIONS OF CARBON DIOXIDE

CERTIFIED WOOD R AW MATERIAL

SOLVENT CONSUMPTION

THE MODEL FOR A LONGER LIFESPAN
In the past year, we have piloted a new circular 
rental model for our customers in Sweden – 
with the aim of helping them customise their 
working environment to their existing and 
future needs. This model provides customers 
with a sustainable and flexible solution when 
they need it most. At the end of the rental 
period, we take the products back again 
and make sure that they are reused, which 
not only ensures our customersʼ changing 
requirements are met, but also contributes to 
a considerably longer lifespan for our products.

THE YEAR IN BRIEF
2020 was, to say the least, a challenging year for most of us – in many  
different ways. Not least in terms of job situations and working environments. 
But the year was also a time of extensive work and striving towards greener 
times – through climate-smart decisions, innovations and investments.  
All for a slightly better planet.

ISO 45001-CERTIFIED  
WORKING ENVIRONMENT
Kinnarps has a long tradition of active  
involvement in working environment issues, 
and in 2020 we started our journey to obtain 
working environment certification for the 
production units in Kinnarp, Jönköping and 
Skillingaryd in accordance with ISO 45001. 
We are doing everything in our power to  
improve our working environment, increase 
our attractiveness as an employer and 
become an even better business. 
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FOR  
THE 
GREATER 
GOOD

At Kinnarps, we view sustainability from a holistic 
perspective. Indeed, we have always done so, 
since the business started in 1942. This involves 
using resources in an efficient and environmentally 
smart way, promoting well-being, and helping our 
customers to do the same. It is about offering 
products that can be updated and reused. 
Moreover, it is about delivering sustainably, 
and creating well thought-out, flexible and 
multifunctional interior design solutions that are 
made to last. But, above all, it is about sustainable 
people and organisations. That is where it all 
begins and ends. 

For us, it is simply a lifelong commitment,  
based on curiosity, a long-term approach,  
and an indefatigable desire to do it differently  
and do the right thing, and to prepare the ground  
for a slightly better tomorrow.
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SUSTAINABILITY 
THE KINNARPS WAY
DO IT RIGHT AND DO IT DIFFERENTLY
Through our workplace analyses – Next Office,  
Next Education and Next Care – we ensure that  
our customers receive a customised interior design 
solution that is sustainable in the long term and  
right from day one. Not least by involving them early 
in the process. The analyses also help customers  
to optimise their premises, saving both space  
and energy costs. In addition to this, we also  
help to make an inventory of their existing  
interior design in order to see which parts of  
the interior can be reused, renovated or updated. 

WELL-BEING – WEʼVE GOT YOUR BACK
In our product development, we collaborate with 
ergonomists who are experts on our physical  
and psychological needs. 

This enables us to create adaptable products  
that enhance peopleʼs well-being, and minimise  
sick leave and occupational injuries. One example  
of this is the Capella office chair, which has been  
developed with a completely unique seat that  
provides well-balanced micro-movements and  
promotes active sitting. Another good example  
is the Rocca stool, with a playful design that  
encourages movement, as a means of increasing 
well-being and improving energy levels.

REUSE AGAIN AND AGAIN
We always start with circularity when designing  
our products. Because we believe it should be  
easy to upgrade and replace parts to prolong  
the lifespan of the furniture. Everything to enable  
our customers to renew their interior design and  
create attractive working environments, without 
great inconvenience or environmental impact.  
For example, we have 26 product series in our  
range with removable upholstery, which makes it 
easy to reupholster these products in a cost-effec-
tive way, without unnecessary transportation. 

PRODUCTS THAT CAN TAKE HARD KNOCKS
Our products are tested for compliance with strict 
quality requirements in our own accredited Test & 
Verification Centre, to guarantee high quality and 
product safety. Kinnarpsʼ height-adjustable desks, 

for example, are tested three times more than the 
industry standard (15,000 cycles instead of 5,000 
cycles) to guarantee their longevity. This means  
that our customers receive products that last longer, 
which also reduces their investment costs over  
time and significantly reduces their climate footprint.

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY AND FAIR
All our factories are located in Sweden, and  
therefore have high requirements regarding environ-
mental considerations and working environment. 

We also make social responsibility a requirement  
in the supplier chain, via our Supplier Code of Conduct, 
which mandates an on-site risk assessment and 
monitoring to verify socially acceptable conditions. 

In our production, we also deal with waste mate-
rials in various climate-smart ways. For example, 
some of our factories are heated with wood waste 
from their own production. In addition, we have 
developed the innovative Re:fill material, which  
consists of leftover fabric from our production  
in Skillingaryd and recycled PET bottles. 

BL ANKETS THAT MAKE A DIFFERENCE
At Kinnarps and Drabert, we use blankets as  
packaging material instead of single-use boxes.  
The blankets are then taken back to be reused for 
the next delivery. This saves on waste management 
and approx. 270kg of packaging per shipped lorry 
container. 

The blankets also mean that we can fit 50% more 
furniture in our lorries, compared to other companies 
in the industry. This is just as positive for the climate 
as it is popular with our customers, as it means fewer 
and faster deliveries.

THE CUSTOMER FIRST
We have extremely high environmental requirements 
for both our products and associated materials. This 
results in great security and safety for our customers. 
As all our furniture is tested according to a series  
of different certifications and ecolabel systems.  
For example, it does not contain any unnecessary  
or harmful chemicals. This ensures both wholesome 
working environments and better indoor air quality.
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Head office

Subsidiaries

+40  Countries  

+200 Sales outlets

THE KINNARPS AB GROUP COMPANY STRUCTURE

MARKETSBR ANDS

EMPLOYEES

TURNOVER

330  
million €

1889 
people

SUSTAINABILITY IS 
PART OF OUR DNA
It all began with a young couple's dream of a small 
carpentry factory almost 80 years ago. Today,  
we are one of Europe's leading suppliers of interior 
design solutions for offices, schools and healthcare 
facilities. 

Since beginning in 1942, we have had a passion 
for sustainability and a vision that everything can be 
done a little better. 

Using resources sparingly and creating long-term 
solutions are part of our DNA and the core of our 
business. We are constantly curious, and continue to 
develop sustainable and successful interior design 
solutions that enable both organisations and people 
to thrive. The Kinnarps Group currently comprises 
six production units, all located in Sweden, and has 
a brand portfolio of seven brands. The Group is a 
family-owned business, and the values that have 
been embedded in the company from the outset  
are still a major part of our heart and soul.

KINNARPS AB

MATERIA AB

NC NORDIC  
CARE ABSALES COMPANIES

MATERIA  
GROUP AB

KINNARPS   
HOLDING AB SKANDIFORM AB
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THE ROAD TO A SUSTAINABLE  
INTERIOR DESIGN SOLUTION
How do you create an attractive, well-functioning and successful working  
environment where everyone is happy and healthy? Along the journey to the new 
working environment, there are a number of factors that affect how sustainable 
and future-proof the solution will be. At Kinnarps, we always tailor a process to 
each unique project. With our experience, we are able to see four clear phases  
that involve all stakeholders in the project, always based on the specific business. 

ANALYSIS
We help our customers to map their needs and 
working patterns, and involve all staff in designing 
environments that are based on actual activities,  
and that promote health, efficiency and success.  
We do this through our working environment analyses:  
Next Office®, Next Education® and Next Care®.

INTERIOR DESIGN SOLUTION
An activity-based interior design solution,  
furnished with flexible and multifunctional  
products, is a long-term investment that  
can be affordably modified as needs evolve.

BUSINESS MODEL
We can help with flexible financing and rental  
solutions that enable you to use the products now, 
and then either return them or buy them later.

PURCHASING
When we purchase raw materials, components and 
finished products, it is important for us that they come 
from sustainable sources and are produced under fair 
social conditions. Therefore, we set high standards on 
both our suppliers and the products that are delivered.

MANUFACTURING
When we manufacture our products, it is important to 
us to avoid eco-hazardous and harmful substances. 
We do this, not only to ensure a good working 
environment in our six manufacturing units, but also 
to improve the working environment of our customers. 
Reducing hazardous substances in our products also 
facilitates the recycling of materials. We continuously 
work towards improving our use of resources,  
by optimising the consumption of materials,  
reducing waste, and utilising leftover materials.  

DISTRIBUTION
We have our own logistics system that delivers 
products from our Kinnarps, Drabert and MartinStoll 
brands. The system optimises deliveries both to  
and from the factory, which means that our trucks 
never run empty. When we pack our products,  
we use blankets and cardboard sheets, that we  
then take with us for reuse. This means that we save 
packaging and can significantly increase the loading 
capacity in our lorries. 

IMPLEMENTATION
Upon delivery, we install the furniture and,  
when we leave, it is ready for use. We also offer  
a review of the furniture's functions, as well as how 
the environments can be used, so that everyone 
understands and can get the most out of the new 
interior design solution straight away. 

FOLLOW UP
It is important to follow up to ensure that the interior 
design solution works as intended for both staff  
and the business as a whole. Adjustments may  
need to be made as needs change. Our products  
are designed to have a long lifecycle, and to be 
updated or renovated. This is a long-term,  
sustainable investment for both our customers  
and for our planet. 
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CHANGE REQUIRES TIME  
AND REFLECTION

Over the years, we have helped many customers to  
design value-creating transformations of their 
physical environment. We do this through our 
analyses Next Office®, Next Education®  
and Next Care®, which help to create  
activity-based and sustainable environments. 

The strength of our analyses is that they are based 
on the unique organisation's vision and goals, and 
simplify the involvement and inclusion of staff and 
other stakeholders. We have learned the importance 

of involving everyone in the process early on, in order 
to map out existing and future needs, and to identify 
challenges and opportunities. Throughout the entire 
analysis process, we help our customers to identify 
and understand their needs, and thereafter we 
compile a report that forms the basis of the interior 
design solution. 

We are convinced that advice on changes in 
interior design solutions and working methods  
needs to be based on data – not guesswork.

The greatest sustainability impact is achieved by purchasing the correct interior 
design solution from the start. To know what is right, it is important to map out and 
analyse your needs - simply just to think ahead. Our working environment analyses 
find out what is needed to create the optimal environment for each business.

SUSTAINABLE PEOPLE
•  Better health and well-being 

with ergonomic environments 
that promote movement  
and variation

•  Inclusion and involvement 
of all stakeholders creates 
participation

•  Increased productivity, 
efficiency and creativity  
with environments that  
support actual activities 

SUSTAINABLE 
ENVIRONMENTS

•  The correct type and number  
of environments for the activity

•  Environments that are designed 

according to mapped needs 

•  Inclusive and flexible interior 
design solutions that suit 
different people and activities 
 
 
 

SUSTAINABLE ECONOMY
•  Effective use of square metres 

and a long-term investment

•  Less sick leave with better 
ergonomics and a reduced  
risk of accidents

•  A strengthened brand,  
which makes it easier to  
both recruit and retain staff

BASING THE WORKING ENVIRONMENT ON MAPPED OUT NEEDS ENSURES A LONG-TERM 
INVESTMENT THAT YIELDS DIVIDENDS AND EFFECTS ON MULTIPLE LE VELS:
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INTERIOR DESIGN THAT SUPPORTS  
A NEW WAY OF WORKING 
The Puls & Träning gym chain had already changed offices a few times, and now it 
was time to move again. They felt that their office space was cramped, inefficient 
and unwelcoming. This time, the management team wanted to get it right from 
the start, so they enlisted the help of Kinnarps to conduct a Next Office® work-
place analysis. Not only does the company now have a new interior design, but 
they also have a new, improved way of working – in their existing premises. 

CASE FACTS:  
PULS & TRANING

Puls & Träning was established in 2006.  
The company now has about 90 gyms all over 
Sweden, and a head office in Stockholm with about 
40 employees. A few years ago, the office started 
to feel cramped. The management team and 
employees also felt that the office was not promoting 
efficiency or well-being in the way that they would 
like. Founder and owner Karin Sager recalls:  

“We had a relatively new office but we still felt 
dissatisfied. It occurred to us that we might need to 
move to a larger office, but after talking to Kinnarps, 
we started to consider whether we were using our 
environment in the wrong way and whether we could 
improve what we already had.” 

MAPPING AND ANALYSIS 
With the help of a lecture, workshop, online survey 
and review of Puls & Träning's vision and goals, 
Kinnarps analysed the company’s needs.

This analysis concluded that improvements 
to efficiency were needed, as well as a more 
pleasant and smarter workplace, with good 
digital solutions. The report also mentioned an 
increased environmental and health focus, better 
communication and a stronger team spirit. 

“Our analysis also showed that Puls & Träning did 
not need to move to a larger office. With the right 
activity-based interior design, the square metres 
available at the office would be fully sufficient. 
This had the added benefit of making the project 
economically sustainable, by using each square 
metre more efficiently,” says Henrik Axell, Concept 
Manager for Kinnarps Next Office® in Sweden. 

STRENGTHENS THE EMPLOYER BR AND
In many ways, the transformation from a traditional 
open plan office to an activity-based office has been 
an interesting journey. Karin Sager emphasises 
that Kinnarps’ efforts to involve staff have been 
important and necessary tools in the value-creating 
change management. 

“We get a lot of appreciative comments from 
partners and other visitors, and I can see they’re 
impressed that so much thought has gone into 
our interior design solution. I also see that we've 
strengthened our employer brand and become more 
attractive as an employer, so not only is it now easier 
for us to retain staff, but also to recruit,” says Karin 
Sager. 

 This impression has also been confirmed by the 
follow-up included in Kinnarps’ workplace analysis. 
It shows that the average rating employees give the 
workplace has increased dramatically. On average, 
over 50% and in several cases 100%. For example, 
responses about how well the working environment 
supports both independent focused work and 
creative collaboration stand out positively. “It goes to 
show how important it is to conduct our workplace 
analyses before changing an office. By creating 
customised solutions, based on in-depth mapping 
and knowledge, we create value for the organisation, 
and ensure that the interior design is a successful 
long-term investment,” notes Henrik Axell.

SPACE

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES

COMPLETED

650 SQM

45

2020
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RAW MATERIALS  
AND RESOURCES

CLIMATE

PURE MATERIALS

LONG-TERM GOAL FOR 2030
Our goal is that all the raw materials in our products 
are traceable and from responsible sources.  
All raw wood materials should be FSC® certified or 
recycled, and all materials must be used in an even 
more resource-efficient way. This goal is linked  
to the UN's Sustainable Development Goals 9  
and 15, 'sustainable industry, innovations and 
infrastructure' and 'ecosystems and biodiversity'.

LONG-TERM GOAL FOR 2030
Our goal is to create working environments  
with fewer chemicals, and without materials  
that are classified as harmful to health or  
the environment. This goal is linked to the UN's 
Sustainable Development Goal no. 12  
'Responsible consumption and production'.

LONG-TERM GOAL FOR 2030
Our aim is to become climate neutral. We also 
work continuously to improve energy efficiency in 
all our operations and on using more energy from 
renewable sources. This goal is linked to the UN's 
Sustainable Development Goals 7 'sustainable 
energy for all' and 13 'combating climate change'.

96% 
CERTIFIED WOOD

-47% 
CO 2 EMISSIONS

-57% 
SOLVENT USAGE
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26 
PRODUCT LINES WITH REMOVABLE  

UPHOLSTERY IN THE GROUP RANGE

SOCIAL  
RESPONSIBILITY

REUSE

ERGONOMICS

A HOLISTIC PERSPECTIVE  
ON ERGONOMICS ENCOMPASSES  

BOTH THE PHYSICAL AND MENTAL  
ENVIRONMENT

LONG-TERM GOAL FOR 2030
Our goal is to create working environments that  
promote health and well-being for everyone in them. 

Holistic ergonomics is central to our interior  
design solutions, and our products are inclusive  
and customised to human needs. This target  
is linked to UN Sustainable Development Goal no. 3, 
'Health and well-being'.

LONG-TERM GOAL FOR 2030
Our goal is to have verified good working conditions 
throughout our entire value chain, contributing  
positively to social development on the sites  
where we and our partners operate. This target  
is linked to the UN's Sustainable Development  
Goals 8 and 10, 'Decent work and economic  
growth' and 'Reduced inequalities'.

LONG-TERM GOAL FOR 2030
Our goal is for all our products to be designed 
for a long lifespan, and for our interior design 
solutions to be part of a circular flow that prolongs 
the life of products and materials. We aim is to 
use more recycled materials in our products and 
find innovative ways of using the leftover material 
from our operations. This goal is linked to the UN's 
Sustainable Development Goal no. 12 'Responsible 
consumption and production'.

99,9% 
OF PROCUREMENT VOLUME CLASSIFIED 

AS LOW RISK OR HIGHER RISK FOLLOWED 
UP BY AN AUDIT
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DO YOU WANT TO KNOW MORE?

In our complete sustainability report,  
you can read more about our sustainability 

work within our six focus areas. 

K I N N A R P S.C O M


